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“REAL MAGIC” TRICKS - “KNOCK OUT” EFFECTS.

With Explanations, including Subtle Variations, by Ellis Stanyon.

1.—ORIGINAL TORN AND RESTORED PAPER. A 10-in. square of 

tissue, shown both sides, hands empty, is torn into pieces and restored.

Performer repeats trick, explaining methods, but still deceives.

Taking SAME EXAMINED PAPER, he again tears it to pieces, this 

time EXPLAINING EVERY MOVE; still paper is again shown to be 

whole and is again HANDED FOR EXAMINATION, when ALL believe 

performer to be A REAL MAGICIAN. NOTHING ' "AW ‘ ,A ' 
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Explanation Only, which includes amusing comedy, 75c. 3/ =

7. —-POUND NOTE and I.EMON. Performer gives lemon for examina

tion, then borrows a note, NUMBER OF WHICH IS TAKEN BY OWNER. 

Boy holds handkf., containing note, over lemon in glass tumbler. Handkf. 

shaken out empty. Lemon cut open and ACTUAL BORROWED NOTE found 

in same. Do this trick and people talk about vou. Explanations, $1.25 5/«

8. —ONE HAND COIN MULTIPLICATION. Four genuine coins, any

value, are shown in one hand. The hand is then closed over THE FOUR 

COINS, which are counted on to hand of ANY PERSON. The fourth coin 

passes completely through his hand ; coins are then produced from different 

parts of his body—in all, ten coins—and HE cannot see how you do it. ONE 

HAND ONI-A USED. Easy to do. Explanation Only, 75c. 2 8

9—ORIGINAL MESMERISED MATCHBOX. Common slide and cover 

matchbox, placed back of right hand, opens itself showing matches; then closed, 

it rises and falls at command—or turns completely over.

Again it rises, and, while standing on end, opens showing matches.

Any effect repeated and box GIVEN FOR EXAMINATION. Done rmht 

under the nose without fear of detection. Complete. $1.90 3 9
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Introduction.

Following the' request of numerous members of the 

Magical Fraternity, I have compiled this treatise on Original 

Cigarette Manipulation, that perhaps those interested may 

develop the ability to uttertain with litis fascinating medium 

of the Magic Art.

For graceful mystery little could be more enchanting to 

witness than a well-executed series of Cigarette Manipula

tions; passes made with bare hands cause cigarettes to 

materialise in thin air, enabling these cigarettes to move 

invisibly from one place to another ; at times to diminish in 

size, completely disappear; reappear from seemingly impos

sible places, ascend through sheer space, even disappear in 

a puff of smoke.

Such, and many more, are the powers herein unfolded 

to you. A little diligence and every died described mav 

be completely mastered.

A cigarette is probably one of the most frequently 

handled objects, always near, to keep you in practice, and, 

we trust, will before long enable you to provide original 

entertainment and pleasure for your fellow-beings.

May the desired success be yours.

—IX I).

(London, IF.2).
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ANALVSIS OF .MANIPULATION.

My endeavour will be to take the student through the 

early sleights with tin unlighted cigarette, to moves utilising 

several, then on to a connected series of sleights and 

efleets, and finally, to the more interesting passes with 

lighted cigarettes.

'1 here will be no superfluous repetition of similar 

shights so that the student is slronglv advised to master 

each succeeding- effect consecutively.

Manipulation can briefly be analysed into three main 

hr .'inches : the vanish, acquitment and reproduction. The 

vanish causes an object to disappear from a definite place, 

the acquitment to further convince one of the disappearance, 

generally, by showing both hands empty, and the reproduc

tion the final magical recovery of the object. Minor 

branches consist of movement and change contrary to the 

ascertained Laws of Nature, but our course necessitates 

learning- the former three first.

Cigarette Vanishes.

First Lanish from Hit' l.cfl Hand.—The cigarette is 

held as in smoking between the first and second lingers of 

the right hand (Fig. 1). The left hand approaches 

apparently to remove the cigarette. With fingers together 

and the hand open, the first finger rests lightly .across the 

knuckles of the right hand, thus masking- the cigarette.

Fig. t! shows the appearance of hands and cigarette 

as seen from the back.

At this position the fingers of the right hand bend in

wards, bringing the inner end of the cigarette tit the joint 

of the thumb and forefinger where it is gripped or palmed, 

and the lingers straighten to their former position. This
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While facing the audience, from in front of the body ; and 

(2) also with right side to audience. In all side movements 

it is essential to keep the arms outstretched as much as 

possible, otherwise the performer's body intercepts the view 

of a proportion of the audience.

An equally important point isi always to remember the 

angle of vision, and not, as many otherwise proficient 

manipulators do, expose the object palmed, through careless 

turning of the operative hand.

This Vanish should also be practised with the lei I hand, 

if for no other reason than to assist in the facility of acquil- 

nn nts to be explained later.

Kip'. 1. Fig. 2. Fig. 3.

movement is masked by the finders of the left hand. The left 

hand now closes round the right and slides upwards as 

though removing- the cigarette, is reversed, and a squeezing 

motion maintained, when, on opening, the cigarette has 

apparently been squeezed to nothing.

Meanwhile the second, third and fourth fingers of the 

right hand bend inwards and press the cigarette to the 

palm, the first linger remaining open, apparently just indicat

ing the left hand (as Fig. .‘5—seen from back).

I his Vanish can be effected from two positions:—(1)

Second Vanish niter being inserted into Closed l.efl 

I'1st.— Ibis is a pretty deception and most baffling. The 

cigarette is held at the tips of the right thumb, forefinger
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and second finger as Fig. 1. It is slid once or twice into 

and out of the left fist and the last time apparently left 

there; actually the cigarette remains stationary against tip 

of the curled left forefinger ; the right fingers slide up the

Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

cigarette and remove it, the forefinger covering it in front, 

with the thumb and second linger gripping on either side. 

Fig'. 5 shows finger-palm position in right hand.

Third Vanish mid Flourish from Left Hand.—This is 

the first complete movement and a great favourite of mine. 

Ihe cigarette is laid across the open fingers of the left hand 

as in Fig. (>. I he fingers of the right hand are placed under

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.

the fingers of the left hand and fold left fingers over the 

cigarette (7), the closed left fist is turned outwards and the 

cigarette is seen to rise from the top of the list as Fig. ,X.
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This is accomplished by forcing' the cigarette upwards with 

the tip of the left thumb. The cigarette is again taken in 

the right hand and the move repeated. This time, however, 

the cigarette disappears. Actually, the right hand removes 

the cigarette, while folding over the fingers of the left hand. 

When in position as Fig. (i, the cigarette is gripped between

Fig. 8.

the tip of the right second linger, and the right palm. In' 

this position it is slid to the left and so out of the left hand. 

The left hand reverses as before and is then discovered 

empty.

Fourth Vanish.—Inserted into left fist, right hand 

shown empty, then left hand shown empty.

The cigarette is inserted into the left fist as in the 

second vanish (see illustrations), blit with the right hand 

reversed disclosing palm. The left fist is now turned over, 

palm to audience, fist still closed, and the cigarette removed 

from below fist with right hand. This movement is now 

apparently repeated. Actually, however, the cigarette 

passes between the left thumb and the nail side of the left 

forefinger, in being pushed into the fist. Therefore, Cigar

ette is actually protruding outside the fist, but unsedn by 

the audience.

The right hand pushes in the cigarette with the tip of 

the thumb, palm to audience, and in this position the fingers 

of this hand come naturally behind the left fist; here they 

grip the top end of cigarette between second and third 

lingers. The left thumb releases its grip and a slight con
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traction of the right two fingers holding cigarette, brings 

the released end of cigarette into the right palm ; this is one 

of the simplest and most comfortable methods of palming.

With cigarette palmed in right hand, the right hand 

turns, bringing the back of the hand to audience. The left 

hand is now squeezed and shown empty.

Fifth Vanish from left hand after being visibly pushed 

carefully into the left hand with the right finger tips. Here 

is another puzzling spectacle in which the cigarette is held 

at the end by the tips of the left hand. The right second 

finger is placetl over the free end of the cigarette as in Fig. 

1), and pushes the cigarette down into the left hand. The 

cigarette is withdrawn and the process seemingly repeated 

but really, after pressing the cigarette three-quarters of the 

way down, the right second finger moves forward over the 

left finger tips; these left finger tips now act as a fulcrum

Fin. 9. Fig. 10.

for the cigarette to be rapidly levered up into the right palm 

(see Fig. 1(1—side view), where it is retained, between the 

palm and the second finger tip.

The left hand apparently holding the cigarette moves 

forward and eventually is disclosed empty.
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Sixth Vanish.—The cigarette is slowly placed in the 

left hand, where it is actually seen. Yet a second later the 

hand is revealed empty. This is rather an advanced effect, 

yet if the previous moves have been mastered, this will offer 

no difficulty.

The cigarette is laid openly on the left hand. The left 

hand closes over the cigarette and is held with the back of 

the hand to the audience. The left thumb pushes on the 

near end of the cigarette so that the opposite end of the

Fig. II. Fig. 12.

cigarette protrudes half-an-inch, enough to convince the 

most sceptical that the cigarette is indeed there (Fig. 11).

This hand is now turned over as Fig. 1'2. The right 

fingers apparently lap the cigarette back into the left hand, 

actually however the tips of Ihe second and third fingers 

slide on either side of the end, grip it and withdraw in a 

downward motion. 1 his movement covers the removal of 

the cigarette, and leaves it in the palm position described in 

the fourth vanish. To the astonishment of onlookers, the 

left hand discloses, on opening, that the cigarette has com

pletely vanished.

Seventh Vanish from Left Hand.—The Flick Vanish.

1 term this the " Hick vanish," because of the flicking 

movement which covers the imperceptible transference of 

the cigarette to the right hand. 1 he cigarette is held 

between the right finger tip and thumb and laid on the left 

palm at the base of the left fingers (Fig. 13). It is seen 

here, yet the left hand merely closes and again the elusive 

cigarette has escaped. I his is accomplished by releasing 

the right thumb which has been holding the cigarette firmly 

against the left hand.
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Fit;. U. Fin. H.

I his sudden release causes tile free end of the cigarette 

to spring up into the riffht palm where it is easily retained 

(hit;’. I I). In this move the base of the left forefinger acts 

tis a fulcrum. At the moment of vanishing the left finders 

close over tile apparent cigarette. The left hand turns round 

•and ultimately is disclosed empty.

Fig. 15.

(Vanish llight on next pai^ej
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Eighth Vanish.—The cigarette is dropped from hand to 

hand a few times, but ultimately dissolves into space.

Another extremely effective deception, and very simple 

to execute. The cigarette is dropped across the base of the 

left fingers (Fig. 15), the left hand then turning over and 

dropping the cigarette lengthwise (parallel with the fingers) 

on to fingers of right hand. 'This is continued a few times, 

cigarette being thrown backwards and forwards. On the 

last apparent drop from the right hand into left the cigarette 

is retained, its position being such that a slight contraction 

of the right hand effectively palms the cigarette as in the 

pievious vanish. The motion is continued identically, the 

left hand apparently receiving the cigarette. The left hand 

now apparently drops the cigarette into space, the right 

forefinger indicating its imaginary flight.

Ninth Vanish.—The cigarette is held between the thumb 

and the forefinger of the right hand as in Fig. lfi.

The left hand with fingers outstretched covers the 

cigarette lengthwise and apparently removes it. Actually, 

however, at this moment under cover of the left hand, the

Fig. 16.

right thumb and forefinger bend, while the remaining right 

fingers straighten and rapidly curl round the cigarette, 

effectively finger-palming it ; meanwhile the right thumb and
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forefinger resume their former position under the left hand. 

I he left hand is removed and to all appearances contains the 

cigarette. Eventually the cigarette is seen to have vanished 

from this hand.

Tenth Vnniali of Cigarette.—This is probably the most 

difficult move herein described, but once the effect is 

mastered the results obtainable are certainly worth the 

practice expended. The vanish is accomplished with one 

hand only. 1 prefer the right hand. The cigarette is held 

as in the First Vanish between the first and second fingers 

of the right hand. The second finger now moves buck, 

the third finger simultaneously taking its place.

The second finger tip, now free, moves under the cigar

ette to its normal position between the first and second 

finger, with the result that the cigarette is completelv con-

Ki«. 17.

cealed at the back of the second linger ; gripped on either 

side by the first and third fingers (Fig. 17). This sleight 

I invariably utilise in my stage performance, and it enables 

the cigarette to apparently be thrown into the air. Possibly 

this effect is the result of much experience and 1 suggest that 

for some time, recourse should be made to some covering 

move with the other hand. The following are two good 

ones. With the cigarette in commencing position, held at
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lull length from the body, the left hand moves up and 

apparently u nloves it ; the empty rip-ht palm is most 

cifectivc.

A second effect is to apparently throw the ciparette into 

the left hand ; the motion of throwing affords ample cover 

for the slcipht. For these moves performer’s left side laces 

audience.
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Cigarette Productions.

Tile surprising or unexpected production of a cigarette 

is of equal importance to the vanish. Novelty is added to 

.any effect with cigarettes if the cigarette is first discovered 

or produced from some seemingly impossible place, or in 

some apparently marvellous manner, as a cigarette rising 

of its own accord from your cigarette-case into mid-air, or 

the discovery of one in your friend’s hat. In many cases 

the reverse moves of vanishes constitute excellent produc

tions. The following list of productions will prove ample 

for the keenest manipulator.

First Production.—This extremely simple .and therefore 

efficient production consists of the hand apparently empty 

suddenly producing a cigarette at the finger-tips. Bv placing 

the hand into a hat, friend’s pocket, lady’s hand-bag, before 

rc\ealing the cigarette, to all appearances the cigarette is 

taken from these places. The manipulation is as follows : — 

The cigarette is initially palmed as in Van. I. between the 

base of the right thumb .and forefinger, the first and second 

lingers bend inward and grasp the cigarette precisely as in 

the Vanish movement; by releasing the grip at the fork of 

the thumb and straightening the two fingers, the cigarette 

is disclosed. The action takes place while the hand is 

moving to the desired place of production. In mid-air the 

effect is increased it the left hand indicates a spot, the right 

hand peacefully closes round the imaginary cigarette and the 

manipulation then brings the cigarette into view. One or 

two quiet rehearsals before a mirror or upon an un

enlightened friend will convince you of the excellence of the 

effect. Once the move is mastered a little experience will 

suggest many novel and amusing ways of discovering 

cigarettes.

Second Production.—This, though not difficult, requires 

more practice than the preceding move and is an extremely 

natural and effective production. The cigarette is brought 

into the final position of Vanish No. II—i.c., laving along
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the inner side of the first forefinger. The right hand in

dicates any desired position and the cigarette appears there 

at tile finger tips instantaneously. This is accomplished hv 

levering the cigarette completely round, first finger on tip, 

it being gripped bv second finger and thumb. The 

chief advantage of this over the former production is its 

rapidity, the effect on the audience being that the cigarette 

appears instantaneously at the very finger-tips.

Third Production. — In this effect the cigarette is seen to 

be pulled from through any substance; from the cheek, 

elbow, ear, etc. It forms a pleasing relief to catching it in 

the air, and is very amusing. To accomplish, cigarette is 

first held as in the previous move, behind the right fore-

Fig. 18.

linger. The right first and second finger tips are now placed 

on the spot from where it is desired to produce. These 

same two fingers press the end of the cigarette against, say, 

the cheek, holding it securely there. The thumb is now 

brought down to opposite end of cigarette and presses on 

tip—at the same time the fingers are drawn slowly back 

along cigarette, giving the impression of it being pulled out 

from the cheek, as in Fig. 18.

By reversing this process the cigarette may be 

apparently pushed into the cheek, ear or chin. Performed 

correctly, the deception is perfect,
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Cigarette Acquitments.

A few words on the acquitment, or move to show the 

hands apparently empty, and we shall be able to proceed 

with the combination of effects that constitute the infinitely 

more interesting- mystery.

Acquitment while facing the Audience.—This is the one 

1 use repeatedly in my own manipulation, and by its aid 

both hands are shown empt\ back and front, immediately 

following" the vanish of a cigarette, or preceding a produc

tion. The cigarette is thumb-palmed as in the first vanish - 

i.e., at the base of the right forefinger and thumb. The 

right hand, with back facing audience, passes once or twice 

over the left hand, apparently to draw attention to the left

Fig. 19. Fig. JO.

hand containing nothing. On the last pass the free end of 

the cigarette is gripped in the crotch of the left thumb, where 

it is retained, the right hand releasing its hold. The position 

of cigarette in the left hand is similar to the previous thumb- 

palm in right, except that the free end of cigarette points 

downwards to the wrist, and not upwards to the fingers.
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Fig. I!) shows the rigdit hand passing over left, during which 

time the cigarette is transferred. Both hands now turn over 

as Fig. 20, the inside of right hand now being' shown empty. 

By a reversal of the above process the cigarette may be 

transferred back to the right hand again.

The above moves should not be hurried, but accom

plished just smoothly and casuallv.

Acquitment with right side facing Audience.—This is 

a very useful acquitment to vary the manipulation. The 

operator is standing with his right side lacing audience, 

hands outstretched. The cigarette lias been secured con- 

vcnientlv as in the foregoing sleight, at root of right thumb 

and forefinger, back of hand to audience. The left hand 

is held, palm outwards, immediately above the right. I he 

right hand passes over the left, and as the free end of 

cigarette reaches the base of left thumb and forefinger it is 

gripped here, and the right releases its hold, and remains 

stationary. The left hand now turns with back to audience, 

during which turn the right completed masks the cigarette.

Fig. 21. Fig. 22.

(Note : In this manipulation the Right hand passes 

over Left, from Right to Left.)

The position is now as in Fig. 21. The right band now 

reverses, so that its palm is disclosed empty. This is a 

very surprising move, for the hands seem perfectly 

void. Now the above moves are reversed. The 

right hand turns so that its back faces audience, 

the left hand turns down so that free end of 

cigarette again comes against the crotch of right thumb,
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where it is again gripped and left ltiind relaxes its hold. 

Before the hands move apart, the left lingers close—the right 

hand now moves downwards and the closed lingers of left 

convev the impression that something might he concealed 

there. The right h;md now passes casually over left, which 

is slowly opened and shown empty (Pig. 2'J). This is ;t 

beautiful move and many magicians have been baflled :it mv 

presentation of it :it a yard’s distance.

It will he noted that the method of palming cigarette 

.alternately in right and left hands for above acquitment is 

exactlv the same :is in the foregoing one.

The above will sullicc for an average series of manipu

lations. There is another acquitment 1 utilise with a lighted 

cigarette, but this will be disclosed in the chapter on Lighted 

C igarette Manipulations.

Sullicient material is now described to enable the reader 

to arrange numerous series of manipulations to his own 

taste. I will submit one example, but no doubt the reader 

will discover some other series completelv different.

Having more or less mastered each sleight or dis

covered those that become individually easier just list them 

under the three headings of Vanishes, Productions and Ac

quitments. Vary each successive production and vanish .as 

much ns possible; then list a series consecutively in the 

following order : Production, Vanish, Acquitment. Do not 

insert an Acquitment after each Vanish, but after each 

alternate vanish. Some productions you will lind follow 

certain vanishes easier, according to one’s own individual 

taste. Certain acquitments will be readily combined with 

definite vanishes. Keep on experimenting- until you dis

cover the series that suits yourself, with a view to ease, 

simplicity, surprise and smoothness of following.
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A Suggested Series.

EFFECT OPERATION

Performer blows on right finger

tips anti a cigarettte instantly 

appears. It is taken into left hand 

and squeezed to nothing.

Th mill) pal in Cif’.froin 

ripht side pocket. 

Produce from air. 

Prod. I. Van. /.

It invisibly passes down sleeve 

and is extracted with the other 

hand from the elbow.

Product ion 1.

The cigarette is now pushed 

carefully into the left fist yet 

without touching that closed list 

it is produced from the inside 

pocket and the list disclosed 

empty.

Second Win.

A pretty flourish is now effected 

in which the cigarette after being 

carefully laid in the left hand, 

gracefully rises to the top of the 

hand. This is almost repeated 

but again the elusive cigarette 

has faded into space.

Third Van.

Iloth hands being disclosed empty. 1st Acquit.

The hands come together and a 

tiny fragment of cigarette is 

revealed. This is pulled and it 

stretches to normal length. 

Immediately following this, the 

cigarette is then telescoped into

Production f- Vanish 

as in 5th Van.
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infinity. However in some, way 

it has passed into the handkerchief 

pocket from where it is withdrawn 

with right hand.

Now held at arm’s length, it is 

taken from the right hand with 

the left hand and the right hand 

is shewn empty. The left hand 

throws the cigarette which passes 

invisibly through the air and 

materialises at the finger-tips of 

the right hand.

The cigarette now takes on radium 

power. It passes completely 

through both knees, being pushed 

in one side with the left hand and 

pulled out of the other with the 

right.

It then is pushed into the left ear 

and withdrawn from the right ear, 

into the chin and taken from the 

mouth.

It is then pressed into the forehead 

and removed from the back of 

head. Pushed back and withdrawn 

with the other hand from the 

mouth.

The cigarette is dropped from one 

hand to the other a few times, but 

at length vanishes, to be found in 

the side coat-pocket.

7th Vail., used to pass 

cilia re tie, apparently 

placed in left hand, 

th rani;h knees.

Ilh Van. 

3rd Prod.

Actually the cipareitc 

remains in the ripht 

hand, heinsiappareiilly 

pushed into forehead. 

Left hand makes mo

tion of leilhdraicinp 

ami re-i use rt i up eip. 

at hack of head, amt 

riiiht produces dp. ill 

mouth.

I ’an. S.
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This will give 

production cigarette 

the production of a 

“ Fake Combination

an opportunity to secure the fake 

and enable the performer to continue 

number of cigarettes, as described in 

Effects.”
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Fake Combination Effects.

The Finger Fake.—This is probably the most useful ol 

Cigarette fakes ; thour'll very few performers are aware of 

the delightful moves possible with its aid.

It consists of a metal attachment that clips on to the 

hack of one of the lingers. To it is fixed a pin that should 

effectively hold a cigarette. They never do—effectively— 

but that is beyond the point.

With the hand open, the cigarette is completely con

cealed behind the linger. By hemline; this linger inward and 

moving the thumb to the linger, the cigarette is revealed. 

With a little practice the move becomes so rapid as to give 

the effect of a cigarette appearing instantaneously at the 

finger-tips.

The immense advantage of this is that the hand can be 

shown, palm facing, lingers apart.

This fake is obtainable ;it most conjuring depots. The 

possibilities of it tire demonstrated in my own act. 

Generally, however, the only use to which the fake has been 

put is to repeat the above move, apparently placing the 

caught cigarette in a hat, or other receptacle; the hand is 

brought from the hat apparently empty, and the move 

repeated.

This is hardly convincing performed alone, but in 

conjunction with a little manipulation the effect can be trulv 

amazing.

Apropos of this, almost every effect utilising a fake can 

be tremendously improved by carefully blending an appro

priate sleight or two. A preliminary move will often dis

tract the suspicion of a fake, while a sleight to follow the 

fake with a similar object will often prove very disarming.

To continue : First it is advisable to discover the easiest 

and least noticeable method of securing the fake.

I find it simple to perform a few manipulations with one 

cigarette and in producing this cigarette after some vanish, 

as from an adjacent hut or box, produce fake also.

It will be found no difficulty to make some simple pass 

with this fake even, thus still further heightening the illu-
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sion, before producing the effect for which tlu; fake was 

designed.

Having secured possession oi fake together with the 

original unprepared cigarette ;is explained in the preceding 

item, here is an excellent deception that will appear baliling.

Producing Number Oiw tit u Time.—Attach fake to 

hack of left middle linger. This hand is outstretched, hold

ing1' visible loose cigarette used in previous manipulation. 

Operator’s right side to audience. Visible cigarette is ap

parently taken with right hand and placed in receptacle, such 

as box, hat, or pocket, actually being thumb-palmed in 

right hand. Whilst doing this, produce faked cigarette in 

left hand. Right hand comes up to left apparently to 

remove second cigarette, hut actually the left hand is 

straightened when right hand covers it, .and palmed cigar

ette in right is produced in place. This necessitates careful 

practice before a mirror to synchronise perfectly, but once 

mastered is truly h,•tilling. The effect can be accomplished 

almost entirely under cover of the two hands, but the less 

cover used the greater the deception. This cigarette 

apparently caught in mid-air with the left hand is seemingly 

taken with the right hand and while placing in box or hat, 

another cigarette is caught with the left hand, actually of 

course the fake again. This move will hear repeating a 

few times as it is so mystifying. The eyes of the audience 

having to follow the apparent constant stream of cigarettes 

prevents any diagnosis taking place.

Producing Number U'ith Right lltnui.—This is an 

interesting- change and sequel to the preceding production. 

This time the right hand produces its palmed cigarette from 

the air and .apparently transfers it to the left hand, actually 

again changing the unprepared for the fake cigarette, the 

left hand now apparently places the fake cigarette in the 

box, actually straightening the lingers when under cover of 

the box and so effectively hack palming it. Technically the 

move in these two preceding- items is this : When under 

cover of the hands being together, the one hand palms its 

cigarette while the other produces its cigarette. Each 

cigarette remains in each hand the entire time, but a very 

different effect is produced on the .audience.
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Producing Cigarettes Two at a Time.—The unprepared 

cigarette is thumb-palmed in right hand, and palm of left 

hand faces audience, with finder fake on back. Both hands 

move forward and a cigarette appears at finger tips of each 

hand—the thumb-palmed one being produced at the same 

time as fake. These are apparently placed in box, and effect 

repeated. As before, operator’s right side faces audience.

To Show a A'umber of Cigarettes Produced. — In my 

“ Smoker’s Dream ” I use all the above three productions, 

and further, to add conviction, bring out of the box a handful 

of cigarettes. Actually the box has a false bottom so that 

before commencing it can be shown quite empty, but at the 

stage here reached a handful of cigarettes may he readily 

taken out.

To Vanish a Number of Cigarettes.—By a reversal of 

the three preceding fake productions, three excellent 

vanishes are produced. A cigarette is apparently removed 

from the receptacle, actually the cigarette palmed in the 

right hand. It is then apparently placed in the left hand, 

actually it is palmed and the fake one produced in its stead 

with the left hand. This is then seen to visibly vanish into 

thin air, while the right hand is already removing a second 

one apparently from the receptacle. Thus, by repeating, 

a constant stream is taken from the box and one at a time 

they are thrown into mid-air to disappear.

It is not necessary to detail the reversed moves to vanish 

the cigarettes by the other two methods, i.c., two at a 

time, and by means of the right hand. They will readily be 

grasped bv trial.

Back and Front Palm Finger Fake.—This is a fake 

designed to obviate much manipulation by its use; the hands 

can be shown back and front apparently empty. It may be 

secured from Messrs. Edw. Bagshawe & Co.
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Suggestions and Effects

with other Fakes.

The Flouting Cigarette.

For lliis cllecl :i fake cigarette is used.* Faked cigar

ettes can be secured from Messrs. Fdw. Bagshawc N Co., 

designed as my own. They are more stable and last longer 

than a real cigarette, vet the two are indistinguishable.

Attached to one end is an eighteen-inch length of line 

black silk thread or hair. For general performance the 

thread is excellent, for extremely close-quarter work a hair 

may be used, but this requires infinitely more care. The 

thread may easily be attached by means of beeswax. To 

the free end of the thread a second pellet of wax is attached 

and this is firmly pressed on to one of the waistcoat buttons. 

Personally, I prefer the lowest. Before the effect' the 

cigarette can remain in one of the waistcoat pockets, 

entirely out of the way.

Effect.—The hands sire shown empty. One closes, the 

other makes a few mysterious passes oyer the closed hand, 

when a cigarette is seen to rise from the closed hand into 

mid-air and pass eventually into the other hand. This now 

vanishes, is discovered in one’s trouser pocket, passes 

through one’s legs, and is again seen to rise through space 

into the other hand. A few more uncanny effects are pro

duced and the cigarette then moves sideways from one hand 

to the other.

Manipulation.— This is tin excellent opening dice! for 

a Cigarette Programme and the initial step is to secure the 

cigarette unseen in the thumb palm method using the right 

hand.

An easy method is to have the faked cigarette prepared 

and left in the right hand waistcoat pocket. To cover the 

movement place some small article used perhaps in the 

previous trick in that pocket and withdraw the cigarette on 

removing the lingers. Now execute the change oyer 

acquitment No. 1, leaving the end with the thread attached 

nearest the thumb of the left hand. The free right band 

now passes over the left hand, comes in front right round
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(over) ;m<l up behind the left bund. The right hand is held 

just naturally open. On coming up behind the left hand 

the rit^'bl forefinger engages the thread and lifts it up 

until taut. This leaves the right hand some 12 inches 

above the left. The right hand now passes from side to 

side above the left, enabling the tautness of the thread to 

be taken up. The rij^bt band now rises and the left band 

releasing its bold permits the cigarette to slowly rise to the 

right finder tips. It will be found fjuile an easy matter to 

execute one or two of vour more favourite manipulations, 

vanishes, etc., .as elsewhere described, with this lake.

The Side Muvement.—This extraordinary effect might 

truly bailie many an fail with the possibilities of threads as 

suspension .appliances. The cigarette moves outward in a 

straight line. The right hand moves towards it in a 

diagonal hue.

The medium is as in the preceding effect. Secure the 

initial position with thread taut over rib'll I forefinger to 

cigarette some Iinches below. By experimenting you 

will find that bv moving tbe right hand sideways, at the same 

time releasing the cigarette with the left it will move and 

rise to the right hand in ;t rising diagonal. In a similar 

wav by gradually lowering the ri 14ht band as it moves out

ward the cigarette will traverse 11 direct level course. The 

anisic will easily be found by experiment, .and after a few 

repetitions becomes a pretty change to the rising effect.

There are several other fakes on the Magical Market, 

few of which are used to the advantage that a little com

bined manipulation would give.

Here is a brief list with a few suggestions

Coal-Loader.—This is a metal receptacle made to be 

attached to the. inside of the coal so that the producing end 

lies almost Hush with the coat edsye below the right or left 

side pocket. The loader will contain up to 20 cigarettes 

which may be easily secured, one at a time, without observa

tion, with tbe hand by a slight pressure on the metal attach

ment.

This can be made great use of in conjunction with the 

lake production effects already described. The original
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ciparette can he seen to drop into box and while the left 

hand produces the next one (actually the one attached to 

linger) the ripht hand can then, without drawing any atten

tion to it, casually secure another from the loader. This can 

he repeated ad lib.

Cigarette Vanisher.— There are several vanishes on the 

market of varying quality. Incidentally most of them will 

vanish a lighted cipar. They consist of a receptacle to 

contain the ciparette with a piece of elastic attached to the 

receptacle. The elastic is fastened under the coat at the 

hack of the waistcoat and until required the holder is left 

in the waistcoat pocket. To use, the holder is secured in, 

say, the left hand. The ciparette is seeminplv merely 

placed into the left hand, actually into the fake. The elastic 

is sulliciently taut to cause the holder, when released, to lly 

under the coat instantly. The left hand is then demon

strated empty. Most holdeis consist of a lube, with a loop 

pin running- inside. The ciparette is impinped on the pin 

•and is so retained. Another model has a piece of clock- 

sprinp- inside in place of the pin.

Handkerchief Vanisher. — In this effect a lip-hied cigar

ette is placed into a borrowed handkerchief. Consternation 

is aroused, hut of no necessity. The handkerchief is shaken, 

disclosed unharmed and the ciparette has vanished. 'This 

succession of surprises is .accomplished by a false metal 

shell-thumb tip that is fitted over the thumb at the com

mencement. It is flesh-coloured and should he invisible at 

a very close ranpe.

At the commencement of the effect the fake is worn on 

the ripht thumb. The handkerchief is spread over the left 

fist. While makinp tin impression in the handkerchief for 

the ciparette, the f.ike is left in the openinp. The liphted 

ciparette is inserted ; it is immediately extinpuished, the 

ripht thumb assists in pressinp the ciparette into the hand

kerchief, actually sectirinp fake apain ; and the handkerchief 

is then demonstrated unharmed; the ciparette havinp dis

appeared.

To Produce Lighted Cigarette.—For this purpose a 

metal mapazine may be obtained, which pins to the inside 

ol the coat. It is so constructed as to contain three or more 

liphted ciparettes. 'These may be produced with the aid of 

the sleiphts described elsewhere in this hook.
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Lighted Cigarette Manipulation

There is something very mystifying in any magical 

effect utilising flame or smoke, and this certainly agrees in 

effects with lighted cigarettes.

Many of the effects described previously are quite 

applicable to lighted cigarette manipulations. Taking the 

same methods as before, there is a series possible by com

bining- the First, Ninth and Tenth Vanishes previously 

given.

Acquitments.—The only acquitment 1 personally use 

with a lighted cigarette is the following. The cigarette is 

first vanished bv the thumb-palm, leaving it gripped at the 

base of the right thumb and forefinger. The right hand

Fig. 23. Fig. 24.

(In Fig. 23 the Right hand passes over from 'Right to’Left.)

now passes over the face of the left hand once or twice. 

The last time the cigarette is gripped between the tips of 

the 2nd and 3rd fingers of the left hand. (See Fig. 23.)

The right hand retains this position whilst the left hand 

turns around so that the back rests against the right palm. 

Whilst turning, the thumb of the left hand moves below the 

cigarette and enables this hand to thumb-palm cigarette with 

ease. The position is now as Fig-. 21. The right hand can 

now be reversed and disclosed empty. The right palm 

facing audience now moves behind the left hand and up to 

the cigarette; the second and third fingers now grip it at
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- - - - - - - - - - - —... _—h—- - - - - -- - - .—i—

the free end (Fig'. 21, audience’s view). The right hand now 

reverses and in so doing thumb-palms cigarette ns''in''com

mencement r-rthe left hand slides over right hand ail'd’is als’d 

disclosed empty. . .• I ;i • ■ ■ i I'uiir all

,t-:; ■ ' ' ..ah . > .T • -i.i nh;q ilti ,i trail

■ i With this acquitment the lighted end is ahi’aysi'WHI 

away from the hands. It is one of the prettiest itivd'i'mtW 

eltective moves in my repertoire. The hack-palm, described 

elsevyhere, also makes an admirable acquitment 'when 

ipastcred.

. • f ' , , 7 ' . '

.Productions.—Tile most serviceable , product ion for use 

with alighted cigarette is that described in h'irfd Produce 

lion. I(i this manner, a lighted cigarette can bn jproduced 

from the .air, from almost any pocket, the mouth, the cllrcmh 

hack ol the knee. It is an excellent move for securing the 

next lighted cigarette, when producing’ a number of lighted 

ones. Vanish the one in use by one of the “ palms.” 

Apparently produce from inside coat pocket, actually remov

ing one from the holder. This is manipulated or thrown on 

to ashtray, when a second cigarette (acluallv the one palmed) 

is produced. This is repealed until the cigarettes in holder 

are exhausted.

The number produced may . he .apparently enlarged bv 

occasionally palming the cigarette while apparently placing 

it in the ash-tray. '

Production of Lighted Cigarettes from the Mouth.— 

This effect consists of a sleight at the mouth, whereby the 

lighted cigarette is rapidly withdrawn into the mouth and 

subsequently revealed between the lips. This is then .ap

parently removed with the right hand, instead of which a 

palmed lighted cigarette is produced, while the cigarette at 

month is again withdrawn into the month. This mav also 

of course be repealed while the supply from containers lasts. 

Two or more containers may be used at base of coal, at 

armpit, inside coal, etc. The actual sleight at tips is rather 

difficult to describe, but consists of the tip of the tongue 

pressing from above on the top of the cigarette end in 

mouth. I’lie mouth is momentarily opened and with the 

lower lip acting as a fulcrum the lighted end is levered right 

over into the mouth until it lays along the tongue, the shape
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of the tongue prevents the lighted end coming into actual 

contact with it. It is not dangerous and with little practice 

the move can be accomplished with astonishing rapidity, so 

that with the palming cigarette exchange, detection of 

trickery is impossible. A reverse motion produces the 

cigarette.

To Vanish Cigan’ilc in Puff of Flame.—This is effected 

by means of a flash tube (available at Depots)—a small 

glass ball which, when pressed, explodes in a flame. This is 

secured in, say, the left hand. The right hand apparently 

places cigarette in left hand, actually palming it. The bomb 

is exploded, giving the impression that the cigarette has so 

disappeared.



THE ONLY PACK OF ITS KIND.

The “SUPER AUTOMATIC” 

FORCING PACK.

Invented by ERIC F. IMPEY.

This pack appears to be perfectly ordinary. 

It is shuffled with the faces of the cards 

towards the audience, who see that they 

are nil different. The pack is then Fanned 

(back out) and any card is freely selected. 

THAT CARD IS FORCED There is 

nothing else on the market like this pack, 

and it has not been published in any book 

or course. Simplicity itself to operate. 

Complete with Copyright instructions.

Price 12/6, or 3 dollars (post free).

No agents for this pack in the U.S.A.

The Magic Wand says: “ Really remarkable.”

Hugh Mack ay says: “The idea is very clever and the pack is well 

prepared/’

The Magic Circular says: “A practical and novel idea.”

ERIC F. IMPEY

25 DUNDONALD ROAD, KENSAL RISE 

LONDON, N.W, 1 O,

LISTS FREE.



Original

Spiritualistic

Effects.

PART , FOUR- QF EDWARD BAGSHAWE’S 

“novel MYSTERIES.”

I j' .

A collection of effective and original 

Spirit Tests. '■

A New “ Living and Dead ” Test.

. It t; ' . ' • j > '

The ...Egyptian Gong.

Roping the Ring. A Novel Message 

• vi Switch.

The Emerald from Luxor.

The “ Double Message " Slate. - 

The Mystery Screen.

Price 3/- (post 2d.), U.S.A. 81

FROM ALL MAGICAL BOOK DEALERS 

AND THE PUBLISHERS.



WESTMINSTER WIZARDRY.”

Uy Frederick Montanue, M.l*.

The author, well known to a very 

large circle of friends in and out of — 

the Magicians’ Club as one of the finest 

amateur magicians in the kingdom, has 

earned for himself the title of “Conjuror 

of the Mouse of Common*.” A keen 

magical enthusiast, Mr. Frederick Mon

tague, M.P., has invented a number of 

very striking tricks, some of which are in 

the programmes of our leading professional 

performers. In this book Mr. Montague 

explains many of hi* best effects and 

others which were presented to him by 

their inventors. Mr. Montague’s book is 

undoubtedly a very valuable addition to 

the literature of magic. Kvery performer 

who is anxious to improve his repertoire 

by the addition of some very novel and 

surprising effects should make a point 

of securing a copy of “Westminster 

Wizardry.” The book was written by 

a conjuror for conjurors and every trick 

explained in it is thoroughly practical.

Price 5/6, postage 3d.

SIpostage 8 cents.
De Luxe (litttHed to 1(H) cf*s.) aulotintf>hcd

Art paper cloth bnd. 10/6, post 4d 

S3/l.‘l->, postage 10 cents.

WILL GOLDSTON, Ltd.
ALADDIN HOUSE, 14 GREEN STREET, 

LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C 2 

Telephone : REGENT 33J4-

Magicians’ Club.

All com 111 iiit i/inns Iti he titltlresseil to: 

14 GREEN STREET.

LEICESTER SQUARE,

LONDON, W.C.2.

STUIH.NTS’ SI CTtON OF 

IMF MAGICIANS’ CLUB. 

Dear Brother Magician,

Acting upon my suggestion the Council 

of the Magicians’ Club have decided to 

establish a Students’ Section of the Club 

nnd to invite all Magicians from the age 

of eighteen upwards to belong to it.

Members of this Section will be 

admitted to the Social Meetings held 

every Wednesday evening at the Club’s 

Headquarters.

At these Meetings informal performances, 

lectures on magic, demonstrations of die 

newest sleights, tricks, apparatus, etc., will 

be given, and the Captain Van der Kiste 

Silver Cup will be awarded to the Mem

ber who produces the most original trick 

or illusion or gives the best performance 

during the year. Members will also be 

entitled to free legal or medical advfce and 

the use of the Club’s library which con

tains many very rare works on magic.

Members will be entitled to wear the 

Club’s Jewel.

There will be NO ENTRANCE FKF

in this Section of the Club, and the Year y 

Subscription will be only 11 a If a Guinea 

($2.60lt but only one thousand Members 

will be enrolled. Should you decide to 

belong to this Section of the Club of 

which all the leading Magicians of the day 

are M ember* I can assure you tnat you 

will be heartily welcome, but in vLw of 

the Council’s decision to limit the number 

of Members, early application is abso

lutely necessary.

Yours faithfully,

WILL GOLDSTON, M.C.L.,

President.
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